Abstract: While it has been shown that languages can select quite different formal resources for performing similar pragmatic functions in social interaction, our focus in this paper is the possibility that some types of form-function mapping are essentially universal. Our case study looks at how polar questions are confirmed. For confirming a polar question like 'Have they gone?', all languages provide two basic alternatives: an interjection type strategy (something like 'Yes') and a repetition type strategy (something like 'They have gone'). Combinations of these are also possible. Does selection of one of these options have a definable pragmatic function? An analysis of cases from English telephone calls shows that interjection type confirmations are used when the confirmation is relatively straightforward in interactional terms, and where the epistemic terms of the question are accepted by the person who is confirming. By contrast, repetition type confirmations are associated with pragmatic functions where the answerer is in some way resisting the epistemic terms of the question, or dealing with a perturbation of the interactional sequence. We argue that the inherent semiotics of the two strategies explain why they have this distribution; i.e., we do not expect that interjection forms would be standardly used for non-straightforward confirmations, etc. In other words, the form-function mapping observed in English is a non-arbitrary one. Given that this semiotic motivation for choosing one over the other alternative for confirming polar questions should be present in other languages as well, we predict that the mapping observed in English will be observed in other languages as well.
with the things we say. We coerce, cajole, and command. We ask, accept, and agree. We gossip and goad. But given the great diversity in the meanings and structures of different languages, do we do these things in fundamentally different ways? Is our potential for action a function of the language we speak? Could the human potential for social action be linguistically relative?
The answer, we have argued, is yes. We proposed a third locus of linguistic relativity, focusing on the consequences that linguistic differences have for the accomplishment of a specific type of social action: agreeing with someone's prior evaluation while at the same time claiming greater epistemic authority over the matter evaluated Enfield and Sidnell 2012; cf. Heritage and Raymond 2005) . Our comparative case study of Caribbean English Creole, Finnish, and Lao showed that the languagespecific tools used to realize this action introduce what we call collateral effects and in this way give the action a local spin or inflection (see also Enfield 2007; Sidnell 2007) . See Figure 1:
Our study revealed a form of linguistic relativity, whereby action in interaction is subject to languagespecific tweakings or inflections which, cumulatively, result in significant differences across languages. But this does not entail a position of extreme or unbridled relativism. The relativity arising from collateral effects is just one of the countervailing forces that shape the design of action in interaction. The other is the universality of natural meaning, by which we mean interpretation grounded in iconic and indexical principles, and not arbitrary conventions (see Haiman 1985) . In this paper we focus on this second force toward universality, as a complement to our earlier work that concentrated on diversity. Our case study relates to the systems that languages possess for answering polar questions (or "yes/no" questions). In this pragmatic domain we will argue that the form-to-meaning mappings observed are based on non-arbitrary principles, and are likely to imply universality of meaning patterning. Our point is not to demonstrate this universality but to take a first step by offering arguments that would predict it.
Before we proceed, let us establish an important preliminary to our argument. A universal feature of language is the presence of adjacency pairs in conversational dialogue (see, inter alia, Sacks et al. 1974; Sidnell 2010; Stivers et al. 2009 ). An adjacency pair is a sequence of two utterances, in which the first (called the first pair part), spoken by Person A, sets up a strong expectation (a "conditional relevance") for the immediate production of an appropriate or "fitted" second utterance (called the second pair part), spoken by Person B. Figure 1 Collateral effects of selecting language-specific formats for carrying out a general type of social action, "K-plus agreeing second assessment" (K þ 2A). To carry out a certain action, a speaker has no option but to select some languagespecific means for doing it; these different means introduce different effects in each language, resulting in different final outcomes. YNQ ¼ yes-no question; WO ¼ word order; PCL ¼ particle. From Sidnell and Enfield (2012: 320) Perhaps the clearest example of an adjacency pair is the kind of question-answer sequence we are focusing on in this article. If Emma asks "Are you still taking your shots?", and Lottie replies "Yeah", this is an adjacency pair. An answer from Lottie was strongly expected, and if she had stayed silent, the answer would have been, as Schegloff (1968) put it, "officially absent". The first utterance in an adjacency pair thus activates a powerful set of norms within which a second speaker must act (even if she remains silent this will be understood in relation to the normative expectation that she should answer). In these tightly paired utterance sequences, we can recognize two positions. So, for example, a question is a first position element, and an answer is a second position element. These two positions (and others such as third and fourth) have important consequences for language structure, yet they have been mostly overlooked in linguistic typology despite their utility in grammatical analysis (cf. Gipper 2011; Enfield 2013: 71) . To preview our discussion, it can be observed that these positions exhibit a basic structural asymmetry: whereas a first position utterance (such as a question) initiates a sequence of action and activates a set of norms, a second position utterance is, inherently, reactive. In this essay we are asking what resources languages provide to second position speakers to "act" rather than simply "react" and so to exert their own agency.
We now turn to a specific issue in the analysis of question-answer sequences. How do people answer polar questions in different languages? The received view in linguistic typology is that there are "three different answering systems": "(i) yes/no systems, (ii) agree/disagree systems, and (iii) echo systems" (König and Siemund 2007: 320) . The difference between types (i) and (ii) has to do with the interpretation of polarity in relation to confirmation and disconfirmation. Suppose I ask, "He doesn't have phone there does he?". If you want to confirm that he does not have a phone, you would say "No" in English ("No he doesn't have one") but "Yes" in Japanese ("Yes it's true he doesn't have one"). But despite this important difference in the rules of interpretation, systems of type (i) and (ii) are identical in that they answer polar questions with a kind of interjection that is entirely indexical, getting its meaning solely from the content of the question to which it responds. For both "No" and "Yes", in our example, one has to look back at the question to know what the response actually means.
A very different type of system is implied by type (iii). König and Siemund (2007: 321) repeat a widely-made claim, that in an "echo system", "no special answer words at all can be found." The strong implication is that some languages have no forms for "yes" or "no". They state that "Welsh and Finnish are among the languages in our sample possessing such an echo system" (ibid.), implying that these two languages only have this echo system. But in fact both of these languages do have forms that mean "yes" and "no" (see Jones 1999 on Welsh and Sorjonen 2001 on Finnish). They make "echo" type answers available along side the interjection option, just as English does. The point is that these "types" do not refer to distinct types of language, as is often implied. As far as we are aware, every language has both types of system -interjection and "echo" -though of course there may be differences in usage and distribution of the alternatives.
1 It appears then that when people want to answer a polar question, no matter which language they are speaking, they have the option of using an interjection strategy or an echo strategy. Let us consider these possibilities more closely.
Interjection strategy
The interjection strategy for answering polar questions involves the use of words such as English yes and no. These are interjections in the sense defined in traditional grammar (e.g. Bloomfield 1933) , that is, words that may stand alone as full utterances in themselves. We include in the set of interjections not only words like yes and no, but variants such as yeah, yep, nah, nope, as well as marked terms with related but more specific meanings like absolutely (not) or of course (not), and forms that are less likely to be listed in formal linguistic descriptions, including vocalizations like mm, and visible responses such as head nods. The set of items that qualify as interjections for the purpose of answering polar questions is large and varied. All languages will have a set of options, with non-identical alternatives. The precise meaning, function, and distribution of these will differ from language to language. Traditional grammatical treatments account for the meanings in terms of matching response type to question type (e.g. German ja versus doch, or the English versus Japanese system for confirming a negative question) or in terms of relative politeness or formality (see Vietnamese ừ vs. dạ vs. vâng), but we do not know of an account for why a respondent confirms a question with yes in one context and mm hm or uh huh or nodding in other contexts.
Repetition strategy
The repetition strategy for answering polar questions involves repeating part or all of a question with adjustments resulting from a shift of deictic centre: e.g. Did you eat my cake? may elicit I ate your cake as a repetition strategy for giving a confirming answer. This kind of modification in repetition is trivial, but there are many more kinds of transformation upon a question that may be done within the repetition strategy. An important aspect of this strategy is transformation by means of replacement of full nominal forms with proforms. Thus, alternative repetitional answers to I ate your cake would include I ate it, in which the object noun phrase is replaced with the pronoun it, and I did, in which the entire verb phrase is replaced with the pro-form do. In addition, a repetition type response can be transformed in further ways by the addition of elements like an emphatic auxiliary verb (I did eat your cake) and other kinds of adverbs or particles (I sure as hell did). Despite all of this variation and expressive possibility, these are all cases of what we want to call a repetition strategy of answering. So this is our starting point. All languages provide a choice between two options: an interjection strategy (such as yes in English) and a repetition strategy (e.g. repeating a verb or verb phrase). A null hypothesis would be that these two strategies have the same meaning, and that they occur in free variation. But we argue that the two options carry a subtle difference in meaning, and that this difference is due to their natural semiotics, and therefore that the meaning difference should be apparent in all languages. Interjection strategies carry no inherent propositional content, and require the interpreter to consult the question (spoken by a different person, in first position) for the meaning being conveyed. Therefore, they should universally convey the idea that the answerer generally accepts the terms in which the question was framed. By contrast, repetition strategies, at least in their fullest form, independently convey the propositional content of what is being confirmed. Therefore, they should universally convey the idea that the answerer is being more assertive, taking greater "ownership" over what is being said in the utterance that ostensibly is asserting agreement or confirmation. There may of course be local inferential meanings ranging from resistance (or "pushing back") to independent epistemic access and so on (see Hayano 2011 Hayano , 2013 . More generally however, interjections are wholly dependent upon and indexical of the turns to which they respond and as such they are intrinsically identifiable as responses. By contrast, repetition strategies allow their speakers to reassert their own independent agency in second position, because repetition strategies are not intrinsically marked as responsive.
Key to our argument here is the observation that these alternative response forms are not distributed randomly across different sequential contexts. To preview our analysis based on conversation in English, we will show that interjection confirmations are typically used in response to simple "requests" for confirmation (such as candidate answer questions) whereas various repeat formats appear specialized to contexts in which the question recipient attempts to reassert agency or priority in a context where that has been in some sense challenged by the questioning turn. Here a wh-question establishes what is being asked about and, after a delay of (0.7) seconds, the candidate answer "fifty-six" is offered up for confirmation. Confirmation is accomplished by a simple interjection token "Ye:ah."
In the next example, Emma first asks "How is yer artherahtis," but before Lottie can answer appends the polar question, "yih still tak'n sho:ts?". In her response Lottie first confirms the polar question with a simple interjection before providing a response to the wh-question which preceded it. She thus treats the polar question as amenable to straightforward, direct confirmation (see Sacks 1987) .
3) NB II:3:r(12) Other variants include the tokens "uh huh" and "mm hm" as in the following (another Wh þ candidate):
3 We define "candidate answer question" rather more narrowly than Pomerantz (1988) Across all the interjection examples, confirmation is treated as simple matter and, once the question is confirmed, the sequence is either concluded by a third position closing turn or the participants move directly to other matters as in (5). Thus the interjection accepts the terms of the question as posed. Notice also that in each of the cases above, the question is constructed so as to convey a relatively high degree of certainty. For instance, "He dun'av a phone over there dud'e?" conveys relative certainty as compared to an alternate possible form such as "Does he have a phone over there?". Lee (2014) notes that, whereas "interrogative forms..., indexing the questioner's unknowing stance, tend to be treated as inviting elaboration that will inform the questioner", formats that encode "questioner's knowing stance, tend to invite confirmation of the matter at hand and possible sequence closure... A minimal, type-conforming token alone is considered adequate, as the questioner claims to be knowledgeable to some degree through the form of question."
To summarize, unelaborated interjection responses treat confirmation as a simple matter, are indexically dependent on the question to which they respond, accept the terms of the question as unproblematic and maximize sequence progressivity. Not surprisingly then they are commonly produced in response to questions with a "shallow" epistemic gradient that is, where the questioner conveys relative certainty about the matters asked about (see also, Heritage and Raymond 2012: 183) . 
[interjection] þ [repeat] confirmation
Another frequently occurring pattern is one in which an interjection token is followed by a repeat. The following cases are illustrative. 6) NB IV:11:r(1) We can notice that across these cases, an anaphoric or elliptical repeat of some part of the question is appended to the interjection.
Did you get your paper this morning -> (yes dear) I did ⦸ You think we can get on there -> (yes) I think so Is Brown down -> (yeah) he's down Each of these questions, it can be further observed, is recognizably preliminary to some other action, that is, these questions are not asked solely for their own sake. Rather, they are "headed" somewhere and project the doing of a next action. For instance in (6) Emma asks whether Gladys got her newspaper which subsequently leads her to explain that it was "out in front of our place" and that her husband Bud had taken it over. This then occasions an appreciation by Gladys in line 08. In (7) Guy asks Jon whether he thinks they might be able get on the San Juan Hills Golf club. The question is recognizably leading to the proposal that they play there that afternoon. Finally, in (9), Guy asks Jon if a mutual acquaintance, Brown, "is down," meaning, it would appear, at his summer house in Newport Beach. This projects a proposal that Brown be invited to play golf with the group thus rounding out a foursome. These questions can be compared with those given as (2)-(5) which do not appear to be preliminary to some other business and thus do not project sequence expansion. Rather, as is most obvious in the case of candidate answer questions, these questions are asked to address some immediate, interactionally relevant issue and are not preliminary to something else. A corollary of this, it seems, is that whereas the questions in (2)-(5) are constructed using the format [declarative] þ [tag] or as candidate answer questions, those given as (6)-(9) are constructed using an interrogative format. These questions thus convey a deeper epistemic gradient than those in (2)-(5). It would appear, then, that by the addition of a repeat the recipient addresses some contingency of action relevance that extends beyond a mere request for information (see Schegloff 2007; Raymond 2013; Steensig and Heinemann 2013) . So, for instance, in (8) when Guy asks whether "Brown is down," he is recognizably projecting a proposal that Brown be invited. Jon confirms with "yeah" but by adding "he's down" marks this as a strict conveyance of information and hints that there may be a problem with the proposal that has been projected. Notice then that when Guy follows up with "Think he'd like to go" Jon does not answer, rather he remarks that he played golf with him the day before thereby accounting for how he knows that Brown is down while at the same time suggesting that, given that he just played yesterday, he may not want to play again today. And when Guy asks again whether Brown would like to go, Jon refuses to answer, responding instead with "I don't know" and "I could go by and see."
The 
Repeat confirmations
We can compare such cases with those in which confirmation is accomplished by a straight repeat. As Heritage and Raymond (2012: 186) write, while repetitive responses remain indexically tied to the questions to which they respond, they differ from straightforward anaphoric yes-no responses. Specially, they resist the field of constraint exerted by the question in three respects: (i) they modify the terms of the question by confirming, rather than simply affirming, the propositional content of the prior yes-no question; (ii) they exert agency with respect to those terms, asserting more authoritative rights over the information at issue, than the questioner had already conceded through the design of the question; and (iii) relative to yes-no responses, they are associated with sequence expansion.
Repeat confirmations (with no interjection token) occur in a restricted set of sequential contexts. Specifically, we find this strategy used in the following environments: a) In response to a first assessment formatted as a polar question (see Heritage and Raymond 2005) . We will consider this last environment in more detail in what follows. Essentially what we see in this subset of cases is that a first speaker is engaged in an extended telling towards which she adopts either a positive or negative stance. Where this comes to a point of recognizable completion the recipient produces a polar question in which she asks about some aspect of the state of affairs described by formulating an upshot of the telling. This turn is designed as a declaratively formatted inference to which "huh?" is appended thus making it a polar question. In response to this the initial teller responds with a repeat formatted confirmation. In (10) Nancy tells Emma that she must call the mother of her husband, Roul, who has apparently run off and cut all ties with his family (wife, children, mother). Nancy expresses some reluctance to make the call reporting that it is like "taking a beating". Emma's question in line 14 ("No one heard a wo:rd hah,") formulates an inference based on Nancy's just prior talk -specifically, from the facts that Nancy's mother in law wants her to call, that Nancy feels obligated to do so, and from the fact that Nancy describes the situation as "like taking a beating" Emma can surmise, it seems, that no one has heard anything from Roul. Emma's question takes the form of an extreme case formulation (Pomerantz 1986 ) to which the tag "huh?" is appended thus leaving Nancy very little room to upgrade or expand. She manages the situation by use of a repeat formatted confirmation which itself is first repeated and subsequently reformatted as the elliptical "not at all" before being qualified with "except Roul's mother got a call" (see Sacks 1987) . In (11) Emma is telling her sister Lottie how hot it has been where she lives (not Newport Beach). Initially she describes the heat as "terrible" but then goes on to detail that she and her husband "absolutely lie stark naked on the bed" and, after Lottie fails to respond, expands by saying "with a sheet on about two o'clock". At this point Lottie asks "It's that hot, huh?" and Emma confirms with a repeat formatted "(that's) that hot".
In both these cases the question comes in response to a telling that describes a somewhat extraordinary state of affairs -extreme heat in (11), extreme negligence by a husband in (10). These descriptions are thus designed to elicit an expression of affiliative stance from the recipient. We can see how these formulation questions do that by conveying some upshot of the telling using a [declarative] þ [tag] form that conveys a "knowing stance". In these cases, then, the recipient of a telling ends up authoring or formulating an upshot of that telling. As such confirmation by repetition can be seen as a reassertion of primary rights to talk about what is, after all, the initial teller's own experience. At the same time the original teller, by confirming with a repeat rather than an interjection, conveys their own involvement -indeed asserts it -in the telling (see Goffman 1957). 6 These cases thus establish a use of repetition to confirm a telling-recipient's formulation of upshot as a practice. We can now consider a deviant case in which in precisely such a situation, a speaker confirms with an interjection rather than a repeat and the participants orient to this as problematic and worthy of sanction. As Heritage and Raymond note (2012: 187) "there are actions in which an affirmative typeconforming response can be too acquiescent, and imply insufficient agency and commitment to a course of action being assented to." In the following, Jim has asked Frank about the waves at the beach (line 01) and after Frank estimates their size (line 03) Jim offers the assessment "Christ thirty feet" (in the previous call there is mention made of a news report about this 7 ). A first indication of trouble comes when Frank initiates repair of this assessment at line 09 and when Jim asks if the waves come "all the way up to the houses" Frank disconfirms, indicating that the waves extend just to where the sidewalk ends. Frank thereby minimizes a possible news item that Jim has treated as something potentially tellable/assessable (see Sidnell 2012 for discussion).
12) NB: III:2r(4-5) 6 Goffman (1957: 49) writes "as Adam Smith argued in his Theory of the Moral Sentiments, the individual must phrase his own concerns and feelings and interests in such a way as to make these maximally usable by the others as a source of appropriate involvement; and this major obligation of the individual qua interactant is balanced by his right to expect that others present will make some effort to stir up their sympathies and place them at his command. Notice then that when Jim produces the polar question, "Je:sus Christ must be so:methin uh:?" at line 23 he is apparently pursuing a more emphatic response from Frank. Frank, however, responds with a simple interjection confirmation (at line 25). Now although there are clearly other factors that contribute to Jim's hearing of this "yeah," it is noteworthy that Jim treats the interjection response as warranting sanction saying, "Don't sound so ambitious" and going on to say that Frank sounds as though he is going to go to sleep on the phone. Thus both in the very fact of sanctioning Frank's response and in the very design of talk that does this, Jim orients to the interjection response as somehow insufficient, indeed, as specifically lacking in agency (i.e. produced as though by someone falling asleep). We speculate that alternative responses such "oh it's something" or "it's crazy" would not have attracted such response.
In all the cases of confirmation by repeat then a speaker can be seen to be reclaiming ground, either as the initial author of something that has just been independently authored and animated by another as in the case of confirming an allusion or as one who authentically and independently arrives at an assessment to which she finds herself responding. Lee (2012: 426) writes along these lines: "Repetitional responses are thus used to exert and contest epistemic agency over the terms within which the response should be constructed."
Agency in responsive action
Our analysis of the functional differentiation in confirmation formats is also supported by the evidence from context of use. Thus in the case of certain rituals, such as the royal wedding with which we began, it can be observed that confirmation by repeat (rather than interjection) is more or less normatively required. Although the felicity conditions of the ritual apparently require only confirmation with no restriction on what form that takes, in practice repeat-confirmations (e.g. "I will", "I do") are preferred. When seen in the light of performative theories of ritual (e.g. Rappaport 2002 Rappaport [1999 Tambiah 1985) this fits exactly with our analysis. According to Rappaport and others a ritual is effective to the extent that persons participate in it and do so explicitly (preferably with witnesses and so on). That is, ritual effectiveness presupposes the active -or, agentive -engagement of the participants. In a highly consequential (status-changing) ritual such as a wedding agentive participation is conveyed by repeat-formatted confirmation.
Our account suggests that agency -taken here to refer to a complex set of elements of an individual's flexibility and accountability in relation to action; cf. Kockelman (2007 Kockelman ( , 2013 , Enfield (2013) -in response is partly a matter of how dependent the interpretation of the response turn's semantic/propositional content is on what has been produced prior by the other speaker. For simplicity's sake, we will speak here of the elements of agency implied by Goffman's well known distinction between the "author", "animator", and "principal" components of speakerhood (1979) . Thus, if you say "Isn't that cool?", when I say "Yeah" The alternatives for confirmation can be seen to vary on this scale; for instance in the example above "it is" is less dependent for its semantic resolution on the prior turn than "yes", but is more dependent than saying "it is cool". Adding "cool" gives the second position speaker some ownership via the fact that she has animated the key predicate; stressing a finite auxiliary gives second position speaker ownership over the fact that she is asserting this proposition (see Stivers 2005) ; replacing the prior turn's predicate with "gorgeous" adds a re-authoring, thus implying independent access to the state of affairs being described, etc. Thus while it is possible to understand this in scalar agency terms, one should not lose sight of the fact that agency is made up of multiple components, it's not just a scale from "less" to "more" (see Enfield 2013) .
In our discussion here, we have proposed an analysis of the functional differentiation and associated meanings of alternate formats for the confirmation of polar questions. Although we have drawn on records of English conversation, because the analysis is based on the semiotics of natural meaning, it should hold cross-linguistically. Thus we predict that in all languages interjection confirmations tend to accept the terms of the question to which they respond whereas repeat confirmations are more assertive.
Our analysis is also meant to suggest a program of research into the semiotics of natural languages, one that is based on their primary use in naturally-occurring, spontaneous interaction. If we are going to understand the nature, extent and limits of linguistic diversity we argue that this will require extensive research into the countervailing forces of natural meaning on the one hand and historically-shaped diversification on the other as these are realized in and through interaction.
Such a program of research will require contributions from linguistics, conversation analysis and linguistic anthropology. From linguistics we need detailed grammatical analysis and a framework for structural description, from conversation analysis we need a method for the rigorous description of interaction, and from linguistic anthropology we need a sophisticated semiotic theory of language. Together these traditions provide the tools we need to develop a realistic account of language in use.
